GET THE HERO EFFECT...

BroadBand Light (BBL®) from Sciton is world renowned for its outstanding outcomes, ease of use, and innovative technology. The next generation BBL is here. With BBL HERO (High Energy Rapid Output™) you can quickly deliver forever results anywhere on the body.

**WHY?**

- INCREASE TREATMENT SPEED
- ELIMINATE/IMPROVE STRIPING
- MORE COMFORTABLE TREATMENT

**4x**

4 Hz enables fast treatment of large areas

**3x**

3 millisecond delivery of high peak power pulses

**2x**

Robust cooling to keep up with higher power, Increasing comfort

**GREAT FEELING YOU GET WHEN:**

- It takes less than 3 MINUTES to treat a large back
- Your treatment appointments are MAXIMIZED
- Your patients LOVE their skin FROM HEAD TO TOE
- You PAY OFF your system in less than 1 year
- You are making 3.5x YOUR MONTHLY LEASE PAYMENT (Monthly lease payment estimated at $4k)

Truly unstoppable...
Everyone should have a Sciton BBL HERO.
JILL WAIBEL, MD
FOREVER CHANGE THE WAY YOU TREAT SKIN WITH BBL HERO AND THE BBL FAMILY OF BRANDS

Power brands patients know and love for treating:
- Benign pigmented lesions, dyschromia, age/sun spots
- Vascular lesions, rosacea, cherry angiomas, telangiectasias
- Mild to moderate inflammatory, pustular inflammatory acne vulgaris, and associated redness
- Hair removal
- Skin types I-V
- And more...

 REAL PATIENTS. REAL RESULTS.

Sciton’s BBL is my most popular choice for facial and non-facial skin enhancement because it’s fast, cost effective, and efficacious. It is really a win, win, win!

PATRICK BITTER, JR., MD, FAAD
ALL NEW **BBL HERO** TREATMENTS FOR FACE AND BODY

BroadBand Light (BBL®), now with HERO™, can quickly deliver outstanding results anywhere on the body.

- BBL HERO innovations deliver 4x the speed, 3x the peak power, and 2x the cooling
- New Forever Young with BBL HERO technology delivers more power and results for you and your patients
- Quickly treat large areas, such as backs, legs and arms in minutes with lasting results-oriented outcomes
- Comfortable, fast, effective, low downtime
- High patient satisfaction and in-demand treatments will keep patients coming back for more
- Clinical excellence and ultimate practice success
- Optimal combination and versatility of treatments

REAL PATIENTS. REAL RESULTS.

**33% INCREASE of body usage**

Top BBL HERO practices see revenue jump from 0 to $90 k in 6 months*

- **$90 k**
- **$75 k**
- **$50 k**
- **$25 k**
- **$0 k**

**AVG. MONTHLY REVENUE $15,000**

**REVENUE IN 6 MONTHS $90,000**

**BBL HERO (avg. per tx) $650**

*Data on file. Sciton does not guarantee return on investment from any purchase or marketing effort and is not liable for any consequential damages.

**BBL HERO has allowed me to treat my patients arms and legs in a fraction of the time. I now look forward to my body BBL patients, since I know they will be happy after an easy and fast treatment!**

**STEVEN SWENGE, MD**

*FYBBL | 3 years after 5 tx | courtesy of Robyn Siperstein, MD, FAAD*

*FYBBL | 7 years of routine tx | courtesy of Patrick Bitter Jr., MD, FAAD*
FOREVER CHANGE HOW YOU TREAT ACNE

Forever Clear™ BBL® destroys acne-causing bacteria, reduces inflammation and redness, and makes way for clear, healthy skin. Offer patients an alternative to expensive creams and medicine with undesired side effects. Forever Clear BBL is fast, comfortable and non-invasive — with visible results after just one treatment, with no patient downtime.

**Step 1**
Deliver **BLUE** light into the skin, attacking acne bacteria.

**Step 2**
Then deliver **YELLOW** light, which reduces active inflammatory acne while preventing new breakouts and reducing the appearance of scars.

**Step 3**
For added benefit, deliver **INFRA-RED** light in rapid, gentle pulses to initiate the body’s natural healing process and to enhance the benefits of the first two steps.

**EFFECTIVE ANYWHERE on the body**

**REAL PATIENTS. REAL RESULTS.**

- FCBBL | 1 year post 8 tx | courtesy of The Skin Room
- FCBBL | 4 months post 6 tx | courtesy of Patrick Bitter Jr., MD, FAAD
- FCBBL | 8 weeks post 5 tx | courtesy of Patrick Bitter Jr., MD, FAAD
- FCBBL | 3.5 months post 9 tx | courtesy of Patrick Bitter Jr., MD, FAAD
FOREVER CHANGE HOW YOU TREAT UNWANTED HAIR

Unlike traditional hair reduction devices that apply energy one pulse at a time, Forever Bare™ BBL® uses motion technology to deliver a low fluence in multiple pulses, protecting the skin while progressively raising the follicle temperature to the optimal level for hair removal.

- Safe and fast treatments thanks to large spot size and motion technology
- Easy, versatile treatments with intuitive user interface, quick change Smart Filters™ and Finesse Spot Adapters™
- CoolComfort™ technology for enhanced patient comfort
- Skin types I-V

Help patients reveal their soft, smooth skin without the hassle of shaving, tweezing or painful waxing.

REVEAL soft smooth skin without hassle of shaving

Forever Bare is a wonderful treatment for both the patients and the operator! It is a very comfortable procedure and one that is performed quickly. An easy to use interface makes it safe and effective. In addition, the motion based technique assures a smooth result without any missed areas! Forever Bare is a great way to introduce new and younger patients to your practice!

ELIZABETH HAGBERG, MD
USE ALONE OR COMBINED FOR IMPROVED APPEARANCE OF LAX SAGGING SKIN

SkinTyte™ uses infra-red light to deeply heat dermal collagen, while using the sapphire contact cooling of the BBL platform to protect the epidermis. With this advanced technology, the treatment initiates the body’s natural healing process which leads to a more youthful appearance and reduction in the appearance of lax, sagging skin.

- Quick in-motion treatment
- Use alone or after any BBL HERO treatment for improved outcomes
- No downtime, no topical anesthetic and no consumables
- Safe and effective, customize with choice of Finesse Spot Adapters
- Skin type I-V

**SkinTyte** has been a success with my patients, who are seeing beautiful results. The treatment feels like a hot stone massage and is safe for all skin types. From the moment we got SkinTyte, it has been a predominant source of revenue and quickly paid for itself.

CHRIS W. ROBB, MD, PHD

REAL PATIENTS. REAL RESULTS.
TAKE YOUR PRACTICE TO THE NEXT LEVEL WITH BBL HERO

• HERO features 4x the speed, 3x the peak power, 2x the cooling
• Robust handpiece features dual lamp technology
• CoolComfort™ technology for enhanced patient comfort
• Versatile range of treatment options
• Ease of use features including single handpiece, quick change Smart Filters, Finesse Spot Adapters, and intuitive user interface
• Fast, comfortable and customizable treatments

treatments your patients LOVE & ask for by name

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>420 – 1400 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Filters</td>
<td>420 nm, 515 nm, 560 nm, 590 nm, 640 nm, 695 nm, 800 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Up to 30 J/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Width</td>
<td>Up to 200 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition Rate</td>
<td>Up to 20 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling Method</td>
<td>Continuous thermoelectric sapphire plates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Cooling</td>
<td>Adjustable from 0 – 30 °C in 1 °C increments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot Size</td>
<td>15 x 45 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finesse Adapters</td>
<td>15 x 15 mm square, 11 mm &amp; 7 mm round</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>